Find the future of tech

Source millions of technology professionals from one single site. Dice’s next-generation service goes beyond the resume to the open web.

Top tech candidates, FAST
Tap into the best in tech without any unqualified clutter. Our rich database has 1.5 million tech resumes with detailed data on skills and experience. Then access even more tech talent with our innovative Open Web recruiting tool.

Be more efficient
Filter and target the right talent easily within our skilled tech community. Nearly 90% proactively manage their careers and 90% loyally visit Dice at least monthly – they’re responsive, actionable candidates for you.

Broaden your reach
Get unmatched visibility with replaceable job postings on Dice.com and within 3,000+ other sites in our cross-posting network. Our mobile apps put your jobs in tech pros’ pockets, and 20 million monthly ad impressions across hundreds of sites drive skilled traffic to your openings.
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What’s new:
Open Web
Slashdot
SourceForge
Learn more on the next page.
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What’s new at Dice

Open Web search
Discover undiscoverable candidates. Access more passives – 2 million and counting – with our Open Web search tool. We source 130 social sites to create one super-profile for each tech pro. It’s infinitely easier to recruit using aggregated info from Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Stack Overflow, GitHub and more.

Slashdot and SourceForge
Two big names in tech, Slashdot and SourceForge, are now part of the Dice family. Our relationship integrates your job openings into sites where tech professionals live and work – enhancing your access.

Slashdot is a user-generated news, analysis and professional insight community. Tech pros comprise 80% of its 3.7 million unique monthly visitors. SourceForge is a destination for tech professionals to develop, download and publish open source software. Approximately 80% of its 40 million unique monthly visitors are outside the U.S.

“Open Web consolidates all the info recruiters have had to work so hard for in the past. It’s fastest, most efficient tool for recruiting I’ve seen.”
— Jeff Winter, Founder & CEO Gravity People
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